LOGISTICSSOLUTIONS
for the

CHEMICALSINDUSTRY

AMETHYST
GLOBAL FREIGHT
As a sister company of Euroresins International,
Amethyst Global Freight delivers costs effective,
bespoke supply chain solutions. We provide all aspects
of freight management services across the supply chain
network and offer a wide range of secure, compliant,
accessible freight solutions of all types and scales; by
road, sea and air.
Our managed global freight & freight consolidation
services for road, sea and air are fully compliant with
HM Customs to relieve the burden within your
organisation.
We have access to a vast logistics network throughout
the world, including our sister companies, with
experienced operatives and personnel at the disposal
of our clients and partners.

Competitive rates, flexibility and efficiency are vital to any business. Our global sea/ air freight
solutions capture all of this and help to reduce time and costs within your organisation. We are
able to offer a variety of services such as full/ part container loads, in-transit freight insurance,
freight consultancy, PO management system and Track & Trace.

W ith our own fleet of over 60 transport vehicles, our road freight service within the UK and
Europe provides a secure and cost effective solution to your haulage requirements. Collection and
delivery of all products, real-time consignment tracking, single parcel to specialised full loads,
tail-lift equipped rigids and relevant licencing are all part of what AGF incorporate in our services.

Across the group we have access to over 1.1 million sqft of warehouse space with over 650,000 sqft
of bonded warehousing within the Golden Triangle. Our size allows us to offer flexible storage and
dispatch services tailored to each clients' requirements. A dedicated IT team is able to integrate our
W MS with existing systems to ensure warehouse operations to run at optimal efficiency.

Customs compliance is cumbersome, time consuming and a burden on resources, which is where
our experts at AGF are on hand to provide customs consultancy often leading to reduced costs, less
risk of overpayment and increased awareness within your organisation. Our services will ensure
100% compliance before dispatch, automatic release of goods without HMRC involvement and,
error free and audited HMRC documentation for every import and export.

IDEAL PARTNER FOR
CHEMICAL
DISTRIBUTION
By being part of the larger Cathay Investments group
of companies, both Euroresins and Amethyst Global
Freight benefit from an extensive network of
knowledge and resources that most competitors do
not have access to.
At AGF, we are continually looking for improvements
on tariffs in a world where price is key. We appreciate
that cost effective solutions in the composite market
are vital to our customers and we strive to meet all
expectations at no detriment to quality or service.
W orking closely with Euroresins, we have a crucial
understanding of the freight forwarding requirements
within chemical distribution, making us the perfect
service provider to partner with.

-

ADR certified

-

Full Track & Trace capability

-

Import and export of flammable
products

-

Can cover ISO tanks to full
containers of IBCs and drums
(Polyester and Vinylester Resins,
Gelcoats and Reinforcements)

-

Experts in B2B/ B2C with access
to wider network of affiliates

CONFIDENCE IN YOUR CHOICE
ONE COMPANY: The ease of working with just one company for all your logistics needs ? including ocean, air, customs, trade
compliance, surface transportation and warehousing.
EXPERTISE: Specialists in sea, air freight, surface transportation, documentation and customs and experienced in handling
dangerous goods, cross trade transport and over-sized cargo, we provide a range of services at origin and destination to streamline
the supply chain.
DEDICATION: To handle your unplanned freight at a moment's notice with high negotiating power with the airlines.
Our committed and dedicated freight forwarding team take great care to ensure your cargo reaches its destination as smoothly and
quickly as possible.

Highly robust Customer Services with
end to end Account Management
Specialise in Chemical Logistics ? We
understand your business model and
how to handle your goods
W orldwide imports/ exports with no
limitation on international routes
Preferential Rates within the Market

